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Abstract
For every ultrametric space the set of closed balls of radius  or 
n
for some n
form an algebraic poset under reverse inclusion If the ultrametric space is complete
separable then they form a Scott computational model for it Conversely every
topological space with an algebraic computational model is a complete separable
ultrametrizable space
 Introduction
A computational model  for a topological space X is an continuous dcpo
P together with an embedding i  X  MaxP  such that
i the restrictions of the Scott topology  and the Lawson topology  to
MaxP  are equal and
ii i  X  MaxP  jMaxP  is a homeomorphism	
In the seminal work 
 Edalat initiated the study of classical mathematical
structures via computational models	 He constructed computational models
for metrizable locally compact Hausdor spaces and used them in a wide
variety of applications involving measures dynamical systems and iterated
function systems and fractals	
The success of Edalats program focused attention on the question of which
topological spaces have computational models	 Lawson  settled this ques
tion by showing that a topological space has a computational model i it is a
Polish space that is a complete separable metrizable space	 Using formal
c
 Published by Elsevier Science B VOpen access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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balls Edalat and Heckmann  provided a simple explicit construction of a
computational model for a Polish space	 They also gave domain theoretic
proofs of several classical results on Polish spaces and constructed computa
tional models for measure theory over these spaces	
Since the domains used in denotational semantics are almost always alge
braic it is natural to ask which spaces have algebraic computational models
that is which spaces have computational models P  with P an algebraic
dcpo	 Kamimura and Tang  have shown that a space X has a bounded
complete algebraic computational model i it has a clopen countable base C
closed under consistent nite intersections such that every ltered subset of
C has a nonempty intersection	 Such spaces are easily seen to be complete
separable ultrametic spaces	 Morover if X is a complete separable ultrametic
space with countable dense subset Y  then
C  fN

n
yjn  N  y  Y g
is a clopen countable base for X closed under consistent nite intersections
every ltered subset of which has a nonempty intersection	 Thus X has a
bounded complete algebraic computationalmodel iX is a complete separable
ultrametic space	
In this note we remove the condition of bounded completeness from this
characterization and give a simple explicit construction  via closed balls under
reverse inclusion  of a bounded complete algebraic computational model for
complete separable ultrametic space	
 Ultrametric Spaces and Scott Domains
By an ultrametric space we mean a pair X d where X is a set and d 
X X    satises the following conditions for all x y z  X
i dx x  
ii dx y  dy x
iii dx y  dy z  dx z and
iv dx y   implies x  y	
For x  X p   N
p
x  fy j dx y  pg and B
p
x  fy j dx y  pg	
Let A  f


n
jn  Ng  fg and for X an ultrametric space let
AX  fN
p
xjx  Xp  Ag
Partially order AX by reverse inclusion
	 v 
 	 	 
 

For 	  AX let
	  minfp  Ajx	  N
p
xg
Ultrametric spaces are unusual in that each element of a ball is a center
of it that is if y  N
p
x then N
p
y  N
p
x	 This is immediate from the
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fact that if y  N
p
x z  N
p
y then dx z  maxfdx y dy zg  p so
z  N
p
x thus N
p
y  N
p
x but since symmetry implies that x  N
p
y in
this situation we have the reverse inclusion as well	 As a result for 	  AX
	  maxfdy z j y z  	g for let 	  N

x then for any y  	
	  N

y	 Because A is wellordered by  we can choose z  	 for which
dy z is maximum then certainly dy z  		
A standard example of ultrametric space is the Cantor space given in the
form C  f g

 with dx y  


V
fnjx
n
y
n
g
	 Another is simply A with
dx y  maxfx yg if x  y	
Lemma  Assume D  AX is directed by v Then either D has a largest
element or
inff	j	  Dg  
Proof Suppose
q  inff	j	  Dg  
Choose 	  D with 	  
q	 Suppose 	 v 
  D	 Then 	 
 
 and if 	  

	  
	 But then since for a b  A b  a 	 b  
a 
q  	  

 and
so q  
 which is absurd	 Thus 	  
	 It follows that 	 is maximal in D
and since D is directed 	 is the largest element of D	 
Theorem  For every directed subset D of AX there is an ascending se
quence 	

v 	

v    of elements of D which has the same upper bounds as
D
Proof If D has a largest element 	 then we can take 	
i
 	 for i 
 
    	 Otherwise
inff	j	  Dg  
and we can choose for each n an element 

n
 D with


n
 

n
	 Let 	

 


and for n   let 	
n
be an upper bound of 	
n
and 

n
in D	 Suppose  is
an upper bound of all the 	
n
and let   N
p
x  D	 Suppose z  	 Let
y    	
n
	 Then p  	
n
 dx y  dy z  dx z But 	
n
  so
p  dx z that is z  	 Hence  v 	 
Proposition  Assume 	

v 	

v    is an ascending sequence in AX
and lim
n
	
n
  For 	  AX the following are equivalent
i 	 
W
n
	
n

ii 	 is an upper bound of 	
n

n

iii For some x  X 	  fxg 
T
n
	
n

Proof
 	 
 Trivial	

 	  lim
n
	
n
  and for all n 	
n

 	 so 	  	 Thus there
is an x  X such that fxg  	 and clearly 	  fxg 
T
n
	
n
	
 	  This follows at once from the fact that v is reverse inclusion	
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Lemma  Every Cauchy sequence x
n

n
in X has a subsequence x
n
k

k
such that N


k
x
n
k

k
is ascending in AX
Proof Let n

  and for all k  N choose n
k
 n
k
so that for all i j 
n
k



k
 dx
i
 x
j
	 Then N


k
x
n
k
 v N


k
x
n
k
	 
Theorem  For an ultrametric space X the following are equivalent
i X is Cauchy complete
ii AX is a cpo
iii In AX every ascending sequence has a supremum
Proof By Theorem 
	
 
 and  are equivalent	 Assume X is Cauchy
complete	 Let 	
n

n
be an ascending sequence in AX	 If 	
n

n
is eventually
constant in AX then it trivially has a supremum	 Otherwise by Proposi
tion 
	 lim
n
	
n
 	 Let x
n
 	
n
for n   
   	 Then x
n

n
is a
Cauchy sequence in X and if lim
n
x
n
 x then fxg 
T
n
	
n
	 By Propo
sition 
	 N

x 
W
n
	
n
	 Hence AX is a dcpo	 Assume  holds	 Let
x
n

n
be a Cauchy sequence in X	 By Lemma 
	 x
n

n
has a subsequence
x
n
k

k
such that N


k
x
n
k

k
is ascending in AX	 By  this sequence has a
supremum	 Since lim
n
N


k
x
n
k
   by Proposition 
	 there is an x such
that
T
n
N


k
x
n
k
  fxg	 Clearly lim
k
x
n
k
 x	 Since x
n

n
is Cauchy
lim
n
x
n
 x	 Thus X is Cauchy complete	 
An element a in a poset P is compact if for every directed subset D of P
which has a supremum if a 
W
D then for some d  D a  d	
Lemma  Assume 	  AX Then 	 is compact i there is a p   and
x  X such that 	  N
p
x In particular the noncompact elements of AX
are those of the form N

x for x a nonisolated point in X
Proof If for all p   and x  X 	  N
p
x then 	  fxg for some x  X	
In this case 	 
W
n
N

n
x and for all n 	 v N

n
x	 Consequently 	 is not
compact	 Assume there is a p   and x  X such that 	  N
p
x and suppose
	 v
W
n
	
n
for an ascending sequence 	
n

n
	 If 	
n

n
 is eventually constant
then trivially there is an n such that 	 v 	
n
	 Otherwise by Proposition 
	
lim
n
	
n
 	 By Proposition 
	 	 

W
n
	
n

T
n
	
n
 fyg for some
y  X	 Choose n so that p  	
n
	 For z  	
n
 p  dz y  dy x  dx z	
Thus 	 
 	
n
 that is 	 v 	
n
	 
Recall that a subset S of a poset P is a basis for P if for each x  P 
the set fs  Sjs  xg is directed and has supremum x	 As is well know P
has at most one basis consisting of compact elements namely the set of all
compact elements	 A poset is algebraic if its compact elements form a basis
and algebraic if it is algebraic and its set of compact elements is countable	
Theorem  If X is any ultrametric space then C  fN
p
x j x  X p 
Ap  g is the unique basis of AX consisting of compact elements Further

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if Y  X then Y is dense in X if and only if C  fN
p
yjy  Y p  Ap 
g
Proof In the last lemma we showed that each element of C is compact	 To
show that it is a basis it remains to be seen that for each N
p
x  AX
N
p
x 
W
 N
p
x  C and this family is directed	 This is clear if N
p
x
is compact for then N
p
x  N
p
x  C	 But otherwise p   and then
N

x 
W
N

kx by Proposition 
	 each N

kx  C and the sequence is
increasing	
The remaining assertion of the theorem results from the fact that if Y
is dense then for each p   N
p
x is nonempty and open so it meets
Y  and for y  N
p
x  Y  N
p
x  N
p
y by the paragraph following the
denition of ultrametric space if Y is not dense then some N
p
x Y   so
N
p
x  C nfN
p
yjy  Y p  Ap  g thus by the above the latter cannot
be a basis	 
Corollary 	 For every ultrametric space X AX is an algebraic poset AX
is algebraic i X is separable
Let i  X  AX be dened by ix  fxg	 This is clearly a onetoone
correspondence between X and the subset MaxAX  ffxgjx  Xg of AX	
Proposition 
 The elements of MaxAX are precisely the maximal ele
ments of AX
For N
p
x  AX with p   i

N
p
x  N
p
x	 Since the sets N
p
x
for x  X and p   form a clopen basis for the metric topology on X and
p  dy x implies N
p
x N
p
y   the next result is clear	
Theorem  Assume X is an ultrametric space On the subset MaxAX
the relative Scott and the relative Lawson topologies agree Moreover the
function i  X  AX is a homeomorphism from X with the metric topology
onto MaxAX with the relative Scott or Lawson topology
Since for an ultrametric space if z  N
p
x  N
q
y then N
pq
z 
N
p
x N
q
y AX is bounded complete	 Moreover by Theorem 
	 if X is
separable AX has a countable basis	
A computational model P  is Scott if P is a Scott domain that is P is
algebraic and bounded complete	
Theorem  Assume X is a complete separable ultrametric space Then
X has a Scott computational model
 Algebraic Computational Models
In this section we show that a space has an algebraic computational model
i it is a complete separable ultrametric space	 Suciency follows from The
orem 
	 and necessity is obtained by modifying in an obvious way Law

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sons argument La characterizing spaces with computationalmodels as Polish
spaces	
Denition  Assume P is a poset and d is an ultrametric on P  Then d
is radially convex if whenever x  y  z then
dx y  dy z  dx z
A ultraquasimetric space is a pair X d where X is a set and d  X 
X    satis	es the following conditions for all x y z  X
i dx x  
ii dx y  dy z  dx z and
iii dx y    dy x implies x  y
For x  X p   N
p
x  fy j dx y  pg and B
p
x  fy j dx y  pg
Given an ultraquasimetric space 
d
is the topology generated by the set of all
B
p
x x  X p   d

is the ultraquasimetric de	ned by d

x y  dy x
and d
s
is the ultrametric d d


Proposition  Assume P is an algebraic poset Then there is an ultra
quasimetric d on P such that 
d
  
d

  
d
s
  and d
s
is radially
convex
Proof Let B  fb
n
g
nN
be a countable base for P consisting of compact
elements	 Dene d  P  P    by
dx y  inff

n
jk  nb
k
 x 	 b
k
 yg
Then for any x y  P 


n
 dx y 	 k  nb
k
 x 	 b
k
 y
From  it follows easily that d is an ultraquasimetric and for x  P  n  N
B
d
n
x 

knb
k
x
 b
k
and B
d


n
x 

knb
k
x
Xn  b
k

Hence 
d
  
d

  and so 
d
s
 	 It remains to show that d
s
is radially
convex	 Suppose x  y  z	 If 

n
 dy x then there is a k  n such that
b
k
 y and b
k
 x	 But then b
k
 z and b
k
 x so 

n
 dz x	 It follows
that dz x  dy x	 Similarly dz x  dz y	 Thus
d
s
x y  d
s
y z  dy x  dz y  dz x  d
s
x z

We now need an ultrametric version of Alexandros Theorem	 The proof
below is a simple adaptation to the ultrametric space setting of the argument
given in 	
Theorem  The relative topology on a G

subset of a complete ultrametric
space is induced by a complete ultrametric
Proof Let A be a G

subset of the complete ultrametric space X	 Below we

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dene an equivalent complete ultrametric on A	 By denition
A 


i
U
i

where each U
i
is open in X and without loss of generality we may assume
that U


 U


 	 Dene f
i
 U
i
  by
f
i
x 

dxX n U
i


Of course since X n U
i
is closed dxX n U
i
   if x  U
i
	 Now let

i
 U
i
 U
i
  be dened by

i
x y   if f
i
x  f
i
y


i
x y 
p
  p
 otherwise where p  f
i
x  f
i
y
The function 
i
will in general not be an ultrametric for U
i
 because it is
possible to have 
i
x y   when x  y	 However 
i
is a pseudoultrametric
that is it satises the other ultrametric axioms	 Clearly 
i
x x   and

i
x y  
i
y x	 So we need only show that

i
x y  
i
y z  
i
x z
for all x y z  U
i
	 If f
i
x  f
i
y f
i
y  f
i
z or f
i
x  f
i
z  follows
trivially from the denition of 
i
	 So suppose f
i
x f
i
y and f
i
z are distinct
and let
p  f
i
x  f
i
y q  f
i
y  f
i
z and r  f
i
x  f
i
z
Then
p  q  r  
From  it follows easily that
p
  p

q
  q

r
  r

which is 	 The desired ultrametric for A is given by
x y  dx y  sup
n


n
 
n
x y
As a supremum of ultrametrics  is indeed an ultrametric on A	 To see
that A is complete in this metric note rst that if fx
n
g
n
is a Cauchy se
quence relative to  then it is Cauchy relative to the smaller d	 Hence it
has a limit x in X d	 If x  A we now show that x
n
 x relative to
 for    let 

n
  it is possible to choose m so that if p  m then
dx x
p
 

x x
p
     
n
x x
p
  

n
 and since each 
k
is bounded by 
this implies that x x
p
  

n
 

n
 as required	 Thus provided that
we can show each such x  A every Cauchy sequence in A  converges
and 

 
d
jA	 But if x  A there is an integer N such that for all n  N 
x  XnU
n
	 Let x
k
be a term in the sequence x
n

nN
and consider 
i
x
k
 x
kj

for i  N 	 Since x
kj
 x dx
kj
 X n U
i
   and so f
i
x
kj
  	 Thus

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
i
x
k
 x
kj
   as j  	 But then inf
k
sup
j
x
k
 x
kj
  

N
and x
n

n
is not Cauchy which is absurd	 Thus x  A	 
In  it is shown that if P is an continuous dcpo and the relative Scott
topology and relative Lawson topologies agree on MaxP  then MaxP  with
the relative Scott topology is a Polish space	 The following proposition is the
ultrametric version of this result	
Proposition  Assume P is an algebraic poset such that the relative
Scott topology and the relative Lawson topology agree on MaxP  Then MaxP 
with the relative Scott topology is a complete separable ultrametric space
Proof The poset P with the Lawson topology embeds as the spectrum of
its lattice  of Scott open sets 	 Since P is algebraic  is as well	 By
Proposition 	
 there is an ultrametric d on  which induces the Lawson
topology	 Since the Lawson topology on  is compact  d is complete	
Since P  spec is a G

subset of G Exercise III 	
 P with the
relative topology which is the Lawson topology is also a complete ultrametric
space	 Finally by Corollary 
	 of La MaxP  is G

in P and is thus a
complete ultrametric space in the relative Lawson or Scott topology	 
Theorem  A topological space X has an algebraic computational model
i it is a complete separable ultrametric space
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